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Abstract—This paper investigates the impact of optical crosstalk in fiber-radio systems incorporating wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). We present a simple analytical model that allows the impact of optical crosstalk in such networks to be assessed and validate the results via experiment for both in-band and out-of-band optical crosstalk. We show that crosstalk-induced power penalties in fiber-radio WDM networks are reduced compared to baseband modulation for the case of in-band crosstalk. In addition, in contrast to baseband modulated optical links, the crosstalk channel in fiber-radio systems can be filtered electrically if the crosstalk signal carries a different wireless frequency. However, a power penalty is still observed for the case of in-band crosstalk, even for perfect electrical filtering of the crosstalk channel.

Index Terms—Fiber-radio, optical crosstalk, wavelength division multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future wireless access networks will be required to deliver a wide variety of services to fixed and mobile users [1]. The limited available electrical spectrum at microwave frequencies and the expected large data rates in such networks will drive the use of smaller radio cells, thereby allowing frequency reuse in nonadjacent cells [2]. Such a wireless network architecture will therefore require a large number of antenna base stations (BSs) in order to ensure adequate radio coverage. The use of optical fiber in this radio access network (producing a hybrid “fiber-radio” system) [1]–[3] promises to reduce the network cost, as well as enable wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) to further increase capacity. The application of WDM in fiber-radio networks has many advantages including simplification of the network topology by allocating different wavelengths to individual BSs, enabling easier network and service upgrades and providing simpler network management [4]–[6].

The requirement for numerous BSs in future fiber-radio networks dictates that the BS cost must be minimized. This may be achieved by reducing the BS hardware and moving the wireless network frequency translation and management equipment to the central office (CO). In designing cost-effective BS architectures, low-cost optoelectronic interfaces will be required, driving the use of WDM optical components with less stringent specifications. In any fiber-radio network incorporating WDM, the impact of optical crosstalk must be considered, taking into account both the access network topology and the BS architecture.

II. OPTICAL CROSSTALK IN FIBER-RADIO WDM NETWORKS

Frequency division multiple access (FDMA) is typically used in the wireless domain in fiber-radio networks, allowing a number of users to use multiple RF frequencies, both in the down- and uplink directions. These multiple radio frequencies can be modulated onto a single optical carrier [2]–[4], [7]. In contrast to crosstalk in optical networks employing baseband digital modulation [8], [9], which has been extensively studied in the literature, little research has been carried out for optical links incorporating subcarrier or analog modulation. Moura et al. [10] considered optical crosstalk arising from reflections in an amplitude shift-keyed (ASK) subcarrier modulation scheme and showed that the impact was identical to that for the case of baseband modulation. In addition, we have previously presented a simple analytical model that allows the impact of both in-band and out-of-band optical crosstalk to be analyzed for the case of an optical link employing binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) carrier modulation. We then confirmed the results through experiment [11].

In this paper, we consider the impact of the RF carrier phase on the resulting optical power penalty and explain the important difference between in-band and out-of-band optical crosstalk. We also consider for the first time typical WDM architectures that may be used in future fiber-wireless networks and explain how these determine the impact of optical crosstalk. We show that appropriate electrical frequency assignment can virtually eliminate the impact of optical crosstalk due to adjacent optical channels through electrical filtering. However, this is not the case when the crosstalk optical channel is at the same wavelength as the signal wavelength, even when the electrical channel is filtered in the electrical domain.
WDM rings, enabling both wavelength and wireless frequency reuse. Electrical frequency reuse is also possible within an individual “local” ring.

An alternative WDM fiber-radio network topology is a star topology [4], also shown in Fig. 1. Here, a bi-directional WDM link routes traffic to a single arrayed-waveguide grating multiplexer (AWGM), which distributes different wavelengths to individual BSs. The AWGM allows different add/drop wavelengths to be used at each BS, separated by the free spectral range of the device. This minimizes the OADM complexity and since bi-directional links are used, the use of different upstream and downstream wavelengths will reduce the impact of optical crosstalk compared to the case where the wavelengths are the same. Alternatively, the same wavelengths can be used in both downstream and upstream directions. While two separate unidirectional fibers could be used instead of a single bi-directional fiber, this would double the required number of fibers in the network. In addition, each star could begin directly at the CO, eliminating the need for the AWGM. In the fiber-radio WDM star network topology, each CO addresses several separate stars, making use of both optical wavelength and wireless frequency reuse.

If we consider a fiber-radio network employing FDMA, typically several frequencies are used for each BS, allowing multi-user coverage within the BS cell area. Different frequencies are used in the down- and uplink, thereby minimizing electrical interference. Adjacent BSs are assigned different wireless bands to avoid co-channel interference, while frequency reuse in nonadjacent cells enables the efficient use of the available wireless spectrum. In the WDM optical network architectures shown in Fig. 1, different BSs within a ring or a star are assigned different optical wavelengths. This means that some of the optical wavelengths may carry data at the same wireless frequency (due to electrical frequency reuse). Different rings or stars linked to the same CO may also reuse the same optical wavelengths, feeding BSs using the same wireless spectrum.

In the network shown in Fig. 1, two types of optical crosstalk can arise. In-band optical crosstalk occurs if the crosstalk signal is at the same wavelength as the desired signal, while out-of-band crosstalk results if the crosstalk is at a different wavelength. In the ring topology depicted in Fig. 1, the OADM comprises two circulators and a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) which is used to reflect the desired BS wavelength back to the first circulator, where it is dropped. However, imperfections in the FBG will result in a fraction of all other wavelengths also being reflected. Such out-of-band crosstalk will depend on the spectral profile of the FBG, however, levels ranging from $-25$ to $-35$ dB below the desired wavelength optical power are typical [5], [13]. Another possible leakage path is across the circulator linking the ring to the CO, so that upstream channels can be fed back into the downstream path. In the WDM star topology, each AWGM output port in the downstream direction will not only comprise the desired wavelength but also a small fraction of all other channels (also ranging from $-25$ to $-35$ dB [14]). When bi-directional links are used between the CO and AWGM and between the AWGM and each BS, any source of optical reflections will cause out-of-band crosstalk between the upstream and downstream optical signals. Sources of optical reflections include Rayleigh backscatter in the fiber or reflections due to imperfect or damaged optical components or splices ($-40$ to $-10$ dB below the signal optical power).

Unlike out-of-band crosstalk, in-band crosstalk cannot be filtered. For example, in the OADM in Fig. 1, the added wavelength is reflected by the FBG and transmitted back to the CO. However some of the “add” wavelength will leak through the grating and be received at the “drop” port (typically $-30$ dB below the “drop” channel power). Similarly, some of the dropped wavelength will pass through the grating and continue around the ring, together with the added wavelength (also approximately $-30$ dB). While it is unlikely that in-band optical crosstalk carrying data at the same RF frequency as the signal can occur within an individual ring or star fed by a CO, it may arise between different rings or stars within a local CO.

III. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR OPTICAL CROSSTALK

In this section, we extend previously used theoretical models [8]–[11] to assess the impact of optical crosstalk in fiber-radio networks. We consider both in-band and out-of-band optical crosstalk as well as two possible scenarios for the crosstalk wireless channel: the implementation of electrical frequency reuse where the crosstalk electrical carrier frequency is the same as the signal carrier frequency, and the use of different wireless frequencies leading to different crosstalk and signal carrier frequencies. A simple model of in-band crosstalk is developed first considering the presence of a signal wavelength and one crosstalk wavelength. An externally modulated optical link is assumed where a modulated subcarrier at frequency $\omega_{RF}$ drives the modulator. The electric field associated with the desired and crosstalk optical signals that are at the same wavelength can then be expressed as

$$E_1(t) = E_1 \cos(\omega t + \theta_1)[1 + m_1 \alpha(t) \cos(\omega_{RF} t + \phi_1)]^{1/2},$$

$$E_2(t) = \sqrt{x} E_1 \cos(\omega t + \theta_2)[1 + m_2 \beta(t) \cos(\omega_{RF} t + \phi_2)]^{1/2}$$

(1)

where $E_1$, $E_2$ are the electric fields of the optical signals, $\omega$ is the optical frequency, $m_1$ and $m_2$ are the modulation indexes, $\alpha(t)$ and $\beta(t)$ are the signal and crosstalk data, $x$ is the optical
crosstalk power ratio, $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are the optical phase, and $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$ are the electrical phases. The optical crosstalk ratio is defined as the ratio of the crosstalk optical power to the signal optical power. After photodetection (and assuming a first-order approximation), a set of frequency components at $\omega RF$ result [11]. For the case of an RF subcarrier modulated by data in BPSK format, the baseband data is recovered by a phase-locked loop (PLL) which must be locked to the phase of the signal electrical carrier, i.e., $\phi_2$. The signal waveform $I_{\text{down}}$ of the downconverted baseband data channel can then be represented by

$$I_{\text{down}} \propto m_1 \cos[1 + \sqrt{x} \cos(\Delta \theta)]$$

$$+ m_2 \sqrt{x} \cos(\Delta \theta) \left[ \sqrt{x} + \cos(\Delta \theta) \right]$$

where $\Delta \phi = \phi_1 - \phi_2$ is the RF phase difference between the signal channel and crosstalk signal, and $\Delta \theta = \theta_1 - \theta_2$ is the optical phase difference between the two optical carriers. Equation (2) shows that, due to the multiplication effect of the PLL, the mixing terms due to the signal carrier and crosstalk sidebands beating, are multiplied by $\cos(\Delta \phi)$. This RF phase difference is clearly important since orthogonal RF carriers are rejected by the PLL. Equations (1) and (2) can then be used to evaluate bit error rates (BERs) as a function of total optical power for varying crosstalk levels, allowing optical power penalties at a BER of $10^{-9}$ to be calculated for BPSK modulation [11].

Fig. 2 shows the optical power penalty predicted using the analytical model for in-band incoherent crosstalk, plotted as a function of optical crosstalk level for RF phase differences of $\Delta \phi = 0^\circ$, $45^\circ$, and $90^\circ$. For comparison, the predicted power penalties for baseband data transmission are also shown using the same analytical approach, however, for baseband amplitude modulation with a decision threshold equal to half the average total power [8]. Fig. 2 shows that the optical power penalties arising from in-band optical crosstalk depend on the RF phase difference between the crosstalk and signal carriers. In addition, the power penalty is significantly worse for baseband data transmission. It is also apparent that a large penalty is still present for the case of $90^\circ$ RF phase difference, even though no crosstalk electrical signal is present at the output of the receiver. This is caused by the presence of the crosstalk optical carrier, which beats with the signal data sidebands thereby varying the resulting signal data amplitude. Since we consider RF carrier frequencies and data rates which are larger than the optical carrier linewidth, we assume all results are independent of optical linewidth. In order to confirm the analytical model, a commercially available optical link design simulation tool was used to analyze the effect of in-band crosstalk$^1$ and these simulation results are also presented in Fig. 2. Very close agreement with the analytical model was obtained.

We now consider optical crosstalk arising from an optical signal at a different wavelength from the desired channel but modulated by the same RF frequency due to frequency reuse. Following the previous analysis, the expression for the downconverted signal is

$$I_{\text{down}} \propto m_1 \cos(t) + x m_2 \beta(t) \cos(\Delta \phi)$$

A comparison of (2) and (3) shows that out-of-band crosstalk is only influenced by the RF phase difference, and therefore a reduction of crosstalk is possible when $\Delta \phi = 90^\circ$. In addition, the signal and crosstalk data are recovered separately and no mixing terms between the signal and crosstalk are present at the RF frequency. This then results in so-called linear or additive crosstalk. Fig. 3 shows the predictions of the analytical model for out-of-band crosstalk for $\Delta \phi = 0^\circ$, $45^\circ$ and $90^\circ$, as a function of optical crosstalk ratio. Also shown in the diagram is the predicted power penalty for baseband transmission. The actual power penalty at a particular crosstalk ratio is less for out-of-band crosstalk than for the in-band case. Fig. 3 shows that, for an RF phase difference of $\Delta \phi = 90^\circ$, when the crosstalk signal is at the same optical power as the desired channel (i.e., 0 dB of out-of-band optical crosstalk), the optical power penalty is 3 dB (the total power has doubled). This is as expected since the $90^\circ$ phase shift leads to a cancellation of the crosstalk contribution.

In contrast to in-band crosstalk where the optical power penalty for baseband data transmission is significantly higher than for RF subcarrier transmission (at all crosstalk ratios), Fig. 3 shows that out-of-band crosstalk-induced power penalties for baseband data transmission are identical to those for

RF subcarrier transmission when the carriers are in-phase. This is expected, as the crosstalk is linear irrespective of the modulation format or receiver structure.

If we consider a crosstalk signal at the same wavelength as the signal channel but carrying data at a different wireless carrier frequency, the results are different. Although the wireless frequencies carried by the desired wavelength and crosstalk signal are presumably sufficiently separated so that electrical filtering can minimize the effect of adjacent electrical channels, in the optical domain, the optical carriers overlap (for in-band crosstalk). Mixing terms are produced in the photodetector, although the crosstalk sidebands beating with the signal and crosstalk carrier now produce a signal at a different RF frequency. However, even if we assume perfect filtering, the presence of the crosstalk optical carrier still ensures that the signal amplitude depends on the crosstalk ratio and optical phase difference, as shown below:

$$I_{down} \propto m_1 \alpha(\phi)[1 + \sqrt{x \cos(\Delta \phi)}], \quad (4)$$

The amplitude of the desired signal comprises an extra term due to beating between the crosstalk optical carrier and signal optical sidebands. This situation is in effect the same as that for crosstalk at the same RF carrier frequency but with an RF phase difference of 90°, since recovery of the wireless frequency also leads to elimination of the crosstalk electrical signal in this situation, as shown in Fig. 2.

As discussed earlier, out-of-band crosstalk results in a received electrical signal that is a sum of the electrical signals carried by each individual wavelength. If the crosstalk wavelength carries data at different electrical frequencies to the signal wavelength, then these can be filtered electrically, ensuring minimal impact on the signal quality. Hence, the level of electrical crosstalk can be determined purely by the electrical channel separation and channel and filter bandwidths [15]. It should also be remembered that ~10 dB of optical crosstalk corresponds to a ~20-dB level of electrical crosstalk, so that optical component specifications may be sufficient to ensure an adequate electrical carrier-to-noise ratio without the need for additional electrical filtering. Furthermore, electrical filtering of adjacent channels within the transmitted signal wireless band may be enough to ensure out-of-band optical crosstalk has a minimal effect.

IV. EXPERIMENT

This section describes the experiments used to verify the theoretical model for out-of-band and in-band optical crosstalk with and without frequency reuse. Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup for measurement of out-of-band optical crosstalk. Two separate optical paths implement the desired channel and crosstalk signal, each comprising a distributed feedback (DFB) laser ($\lambda_1 = 1549.4$ nm, $\lambda_2 = 1550$ nm) and an electrooptic modulator (EOM). Separate data channels at 155 Mb/s modulate an RF signal at 2 GHz in BPSK modulation format. An RF phase shifter was used to control the RF phase difference between the signal channel and crosstalk signal. The two optical signals are coupled together and amplified using an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a gain of 23 dB in order to compensate for losses in the optical link. The input power to the EDFA is kept constant during the experiment while the crosstalk level is varied. An optical bandpass filter (BPF) with a bandwidth of 2 nm was included after the EDFA in order to filter out excess amplified spontaneous emission noise. At the receiver, the optical signals are detected using a p-i-n photodetector (PD) and the same 2-GHz signal is used to downconvert the detected modulated RF signals and recover the data. Electrical amplifiers are used in the receiver together with a 150-MHz low-pass filter. Polarization controllers are used to ensure signal and crosstalk are polarization-aligned at the photodetector. A BER testset (BERT) measures the BER of the recovered 155-Mb/s data as a function of optical crosstalk ratio (varied via the optical attenuator in the optical path of $\lambda_2$). A BER of $10^{-9}$ is obtained for a received optical input power at the PD input of ~19 dBm. Fig. 5 shows the measured optical power penalty at a BER of $10^{-9}$ as a function of optical crosstalk ratio, for $\Delta \phi = 0$, 45° and 90°, plotted alongside the theoretical predictions for out-of-band crosstalk. The measurements show very good agreement with theory, with a small discrepancy between the two sets of results appearing at higher crosstalk levels (>~4 dB).

The setup used to measure in-band crosstalk is very similar to that shown in Fig. 4; however, here a single DFB laser at wavelength $\lambda_1$ provides both the desired optical signal and the in-band crosstalk component. A 2-km-long spool of single-mode fiber (SMF) is included in the crosstalk path so...
that the optical signals are rendered incoherent. The two optical signals are each externally modulated by an RF carrier at 3.5 GHz carrying 155-Mb/s data in BPSK modulation format (two separate data generators provide the 155-Mb/s radio data). Any harmonics of the 3.5-GHz carrier were attenuated by the 4.2-GHz bandwidth of the electrical amplifier. Fig. 6 shows the measured optical power penalties due to in-band optical crosstalk in a fiber-radio network with radio frequency reuse (where the optical channel and crosstalk signals carry the same wireless frequency at 3.5 GHz). Also shown for comparison are the predicted power penalties calculated for the possible situation of an RF phase difference between the desired and crosstalk signals, of 0°, 45°, and 90°.

The experimental setup in Fig. 4 was also used to investigate the impact of in-band crosstalk as a function of the frequency separation between the wireless signal and crosstalk carrier frequency. A separate RF signal source was used for the crosstalk RF signal, allowing the crosstalk frequency to be varied. Fig. 7 shows the measured power penalties for in-band crosstalk with frequency reuse as a function of RF carrier phase difference. The allowed maximum crosstalk varies from −13 to −17 dB depending on whether the signal and crosstalk carrier frequencies are identical or different (and filtered).

V. DISCUSSION

The previous sections have considered the effect of both in-band and out-of-band crosstalk in WDM fiber-radio systems, taking into account the situation where a crosstalk channel may carry data at different frequencies. The results show that optical crosstalk may not necessarily impose serious constraints on optical component specifications, even for the case of in-band crosstalk. This means that wavelength reuse at each BS is possible in a ring architecture for example, as it is more spectrally efficient than using different wavelengths in the up- and downstream. However, the optical component crosstalk level may not be the only factor determining the optical power penalty. If we consider, for example, crosstalk arising at a BS between downstream and upstream wavelengths, the downstream wavelength optical power may be lower than the upstream wavelength, changing the effective crosstalk level. Since we are considering fiber-radio systems with limited radio bandwidth, frequency reuse is essential in a real wireless network. While different wireless frequencies will be used in the down- and uplink, for the case of in-band crosstalk arising at the BS this does not eliminate the effect of optical crosstalk as a power penalty is still observed. In contrast, if we consider out-of-band crosstalk, using different frequency bands for adjacent optical wavelengths clearly allows the impact of crosstalk to be virtually eliminated, since the only effect of the crosstalk channels is to increase the total optical power (assuming perfect electrical filtering).

The importance of RF carrier phase difference was highlighted earlier for the case of frequency reuse. For BPSK modulation an orthogonal crosstalk carrier can significantly relax crosstalk requirements or resulting power penalties. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that this situation can be guaranteed or controlled in the fiber-radio network itself. For the case of in-band crosstalk, the crosstalk channel will either be a delayed version of the original signal or originate from a different part of the network, so that the actual electrical phase difference between the signal and crosstalk carriers will depend on path length. For out-of-band crosstalk, the carrier phase difference at the receiver will depend on the fiber path length and chromatic dispersion even though the same RF generator may have been used at the CO during modulation. Both in-band and out-of-band crosstalk may also experience polarization mode dispersion, resulting in a slowly time-varying phase difference [16]. The various RF oscillators used in the network may also drift slowly over time relative to one another, resulting in a similar effect. Hence worst-case carrier phase alignment should be assumed when assessing the expected optical power penalties.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a theoretical and experimental investigation of the impact of in-band and out-of-band optical crosstalk in fiber-radio systems incorporating WDM. It was shown that the RF carrier phase of the crosstalk wireless signal is important in
determining penalties and that for BPSK subcarrier modulation the impact of in-band crosstalk is reduced compared to baseband modulation. Minimal crosstalk will also occur if the crosstalk wireless frequency can be filtered in the electrical domain, although a power penalty still exists for the case of in-band optical crosstalk. An important conclusion from this work is that relaxation of the specifications of WDM components in fiber-radio WDM systems may be achieved provided appropriate optical wavelength and electrical frequency planning is implemented.
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